
Careers for  
Philosophy graduates

With a Philosophy degree from the 
University of Exeter, you’ll be able to:

• analyse difficult problems and think creatively
• demonstrate a deep understanding of some the most complex issues and  
 questions facing humankind
• show an aptitude for logical and conceptual analysis and reasoning about  
 abstract matters
• identify, analyse and interpret complex information drawn from a variety  
 of sources
• prepare and present an argument coherently and with authority
• demonstrate transferable skills relating to communication, organisation,  
 teamwork and critical reasoning.
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A degree in Philosophy will also equip you 
with skills that will allow you to move in to 
other areas of employment.

Here is a snapshot of the jobs, employers 
and further study programmes that our 
recent Philosophy students have progressed 
to soon after graduation.

Occupations
– Operations Analyst
– Marketing Executive
– Management Accountant
– Primary Teacher
– Account Manager
– Recruitment Consultant
– Higher Executive Officer
– Equity Finance Analyst
– Senior Associate
– Event Manager
– Project Executive
– Legal Assistant
– Business Analyst
– Associate Producer 

Skills, expertise and knowledge gained via a Philosophy degree are relevant if you want to 
pursue a career in academia, teaching, the media, government, the legal profession and a 
wide range of other careers.

Where can your degree take you?

Employers
– JP Morgan
– Department of Health
– Dynamo PR
– HM Prison Service
– HSBC
– Royal Welsh College of Music and Drama
– Immediate Financial
– BOC
– Shorts TV
– Sandy Park Rugby Stadium
– Shelter
– Teach First

Further study
– Graduate Diploma in Law
– MA History of Political Thought
– MA Human Rights Law
– MSc European Political Economy
– MA Social and Political Studies
– MA Philosophy and Law
– PGCE Secondary Religious Education
– MA Theology
– MSc Economics and Policy of Energy and  
 the Environment
– MA International Politics


